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Abstract--A one-dimensional shock-reflection test problem in the case of slab, cylindrical, or spherical 
symmetry is discussed. The differential equations for a similarity solution are derived and solved 
numerically in conjunction with the Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An important aspect of numerical schemes i to be able to check their predictions against suitable 
test problems, preferably ones for which an exact solution is available. In this paper we present 
a problem of shock reflection in isentropic gas dynamics and derive an exact similarity solution 
to this problem. We show how the exact solution in either Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical 
geometry, can be obtained for any gas law and any initial conditions. The method incorporates 
the use of a numerical integration scheme. This result proves valuable when assessing fluid 
dynamics codes for isentropic flow in one dimension for standard geometries, or for assessing the 
ability of two- or three-dimensional codes to retain symmetry. In both cases the accuracy and 
shock-capturing capability of the codes can be tested. In Section 2 we state the shock-reflection 
test problem in a single "radial" coordinate and in Section 3 we consider the special case in 
Cartesian geometry. In Section 4 we derive the differential equations for a similarity solution and 
in Section 5 we show how the solution of the general problem of Section 2 can be found by 
integrating the differential equations of Section 4. Finally, in Section 6 some typical results are 
obtained for the reflection problem of Section 2 for a polytropic gas. 
2. THE PROBLEM 
In this section we describe the single coordinate problem of shock-reflection. 
Consider the isentropic equations of gas dynamics in a single space coordinate with slab, 
cylindrical or spherical symmetry, sometimes referred to as the one-dimensional equations of the 
isentropic flow. 
1 N pt+~(r pu) ,  = o, 
1 
(pu )t + -~ (rU pu2)r = -- pr, 
(la) 
(lb) 
together with a gas law 
p =f (p) ,  (lc) 
where p =p( r , t ) ,  u =u( r , t )  and p =p( r , t ) ,  represent he density, velocity and pressure, 
respectively, ata general position r and at time t. The functionfis prescribed, a particular example 
of which is for a polytropic gas wheref(p) = constant x p~, 7 constant. (N.B. The space coordinate 
r is given by x, ~ ,  x/x 2 +y2 +z  2 depending on whether N = 0, l, 2, where x ,y ,  z are 
Cartesian coordinates.) Equations l(a) and l(b) represent conservation of mass and balance of 
momentum, respectively, and the values N = 0, l, 2 correspond to slab, cylindrical and spherical 
symmetry, respectively. 
~'7 
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We consider the problem of solving equations ( la) - ( lc )  in (r, t) e [0,oo) x [0, T] with initial 
conditions 
boundary conditions 
where 
(p,u,p)(r ,O)=(po, -uo,Po), O<~r<~ ,  (2a) 
(p, u ,p) (~,  t) = (Po, -uo,Po), t >>. O, (2b) 
P0 =f (P0) ,  u0 > 0, (2c) 
and r = 0 is a rigid boundary, and we denote this problem by (.). The solution of problem (.) 
represents shock-reflection at a wall (N = 0), a rigid axis (N = 1) or the centre of a sphere (N = 2), 
all at r = 0. 
The gas is brought to rest at r = 0 and a shock moves out from the origin with speed S, say. 
Denoting initial values by (0), pre-shocked values by ( - ) ,  and post-shocked values by (+) ,  we 
postulate an exact solution of the form 
(p,  u) = (p  +, u + = 0), 
(p, u) = (p- ,  u-)(r,  t), 
with 
(p=p+ =f (p+)) ,  fo r r  - < S ,  (3a)  
t 
(p-(r ,  t) =f (p  (r, t))), for r - - > S ,  (3b)  
t 
(p - ,u - ) (~, t )=(po ,  -Uo), (p - (~, t )=po) ,  t >t0, (3c) 
where S, p +, p + =f (p  + ), p - (rs, L), u -(rs, %), p -(r~, ts) =f (p  - (r s, L)) are given by the Rankine- 
Hugoniot shock relations and where r~ = S%. Thus 
S - [pu] _ [p + pu 2] (4) 
[p] [pu]  ' 
where [v] = v + -v  - (r,, %) denotes the jump in v across the shock. We then need to solve equations 
(la) and (lb) for S, p +, p +, p - ,  u - ,  p - subject to equations (lc), (3a)-(3c) and (4). The exact 
solution of (,) at time t may be represented schematically as given in Fig. 1. 
When used as a benchmark test, problem (.) will be solved in a finite region in space, 0 ~< r ~< r0. 
In this situation the exact solution at r = r0 is needed to prescribe the boundary conditions at r = r0 
for testing any fluid dynamics code and this is obtained in Sections 3 and 4. 
In the next section we describe a special case for the problem (.). 
3. A SPECIAL  CASE (N=0)  
In this case the reflection is at a rigid wall, r = x = 0 ,  and the exact solution can be written as 
p- ( r , t )=po,  u - ( r , t )=-Uo , ] .  
(5) 
p+ =p+,  u + =0,  
L___ 
~ r 
Fig. 1. A typical solution of the shock-reflection problem (*). 
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and 
S= poUo (6) 
P + -Po '  
where p ÷ may be obtained iteratively using, for example, the method of bisection from the 
non-linear equation 
( f (p  + ) - f (po) - -poug)  -- 1 --00ug = 0. (7) 
We note that the state ahead of the shock is uniform. This is in contrast o the cases N = 1 and 
2, where an integration routine will be required ahead of the shock. 
In the next section we give a procedure for solving problem (,) that will, in the special case N = 0, 
reduce to the results found in this section. 
4. A S IMILARITY SOLUTION 
We now derive the ordinary differential equations for a similarity solution of problem (,), ahead 
of the shock for r/t  > S. 
The exact solution of problem (*) is a shock moving outwards from the origin with a constant 
speed, S. The gas behind the shock is at rest and the flow variables are uniform. In front of the 
shock the flow is smooth and the solution (p , u ,p )(r, t) satisfies equations (la)-(lc) here 
written in non-conservation form: 
(rNu)r 
pt -t- Upr = - -p  rN , (8a) 
u, + uu, = -P J ,  (8b) 
P 
together with the gas law 
p =f (p )  (8c) 
and initial and boundary conditions given by equations (3c) and (4). 
To solve problem (*) we assume a similarity solution for (p , u ,p )(r, t) of the form 
p =/~l(z), u =/~2(z), t (9a) 
p =/~3(z), 
where 
t 
z = - (9b) 
t 
and the superscript ( - )  has been dropped. If we substitute the expressions given by equations (9a) 
and (9b) into equations (8a) and (8b) we find that they yield consistent ordinary differential 
equations for fl~.2.3. Therefore we seek a similarity solution of equations (8a)-(8c) for 
(p ,u ,p - ) ( r ,  t) of the form 
(p , u ,p -  )(r, t) = (p, u, p) (z) ,  (lOa) 
where 
t 
z = - (10b) 
r 
[N.B. If desired it is possible to non-dimensionalize equations (8a)-(8c) by assuming a similarity 
transformation of the form 
(p , u ,p -  )(r, t) = (po~,  Uoall, poP) (Z) ,  with Z = Uo__tt.] 
r 1 
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If we carry out the differentiation i equations (8a) and (8b) we find that 
together with 
Npu 
p,+up,+pu,+ =0, (lla) 
r 
U t "Jr- UU r +P~ = 0, (1 lb) 
P 
P =f (P) ,  
and substituting for p , u and p -  from equations (lOa) and (lOb) yields 
p'(1 --uz) + p(Nu -u ' z )  = O, 
'Z 
u'(1--uz)--PZ = O, 
P 
where p is given in terms of p from equation (1 lc). 
Now, the sound speed a(p) is given by 
aZ =dp =i f (p )  
dp 
and p' can be written 
(1 lc) 
(12a) 
(12b) 
(13) 
p' =f 'p '  = a2p '. (14) 
Therefore, using equations (13) and (14) in conjunction with equations (12a) and (12b) we find 
that the whole system may be written in the form 
y' = g(y, z), (15a) 
(15b) 
(15c) 
y = y(z) = (p, u)T(z), 
1 
g = [ ura2z2--'" --uz) 2] [pNu(1 --uz), Nuza2] T 
where 
and 
a 2 =i f (p) .  (15d) 
Thus, the solution of problem (,) ahead of the shock reduces to the solution of the ODEs given 
by equations (15a)-(15d) subject o the initial conditions 
y(0) = (p0, - u0)T. (15e) 
[N.B. The independent variable z = t/r has the property that z = 0 when t = 0, r ~ 0, and in 
particular as r---, oo: thus equation (15e) represents both the initial conditions and the boundary 
conditions at oo for problem (,).] 
Equations (15a)-(15e) can be solved numerically using any standard numerical integration 
routine, and this will be discussed in the next section, together with the proposed algorithm for 
the solution of problem (,). 
5. SHOCK RELATIONS AND INTEGRATION 
In this section we use the Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations together with the similarity solution 
of Section 4 to solve problem (,). 
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At time t > 0 the shock has moved a distance r, where r/t = S: thus using the notation of 
Section 2 we have the following relations that hold across the shock 
and 
where S, p +, u 
with 
--P7 u7 S = - -  (16a) 
P+ -P7 
_2  p+--pj---pTu= 
S = , (16b) 
--p= Us 
+(=0), p+(=f(p+)) are as before and P7, u;, p; are given by 
(p;-,u= ,p= )=(p ,u ,p-)(r,t) 
= (0, u, p ) (z )  
=(p,u,p)(1), (17a) 
t l 
Z - -  
r -S"  
The subscripts denote that the similarity solution is evaluated at the shock. 
From equation (16a) we have 
(u ; )  0+=02 1----ff 
and from equation (16b) we find that 
(17b) 
(18) 
and 
(p(0)h = ( 0o (22b) 
u(O)J \-u0)" 
Therefore, we can solve problem (,) by solving equation (21) for the shock speed S, using say 
the method of bisection. For each value of S we can determine p (l/S), u(1/S) and hence p(l/S) 
by integrating equations (22a) and (22b) numerically. Using the method of the forward Euler, for 
example, we divide the interval [0, 1/S] into n equal intervals of length h, where nh = 1/S and 
calculate 
1 u7 --s- ) -- o, (20) 
(21) 
(22a) 
which can be written in the form 
+(;),.(;),s).o 
In addition, P-, u -  satisfy equations (15a)-(15e), i.e. 
p(z),' ffp(Z), z) u(=)) "=liu(=))' 
( u=) P+-P7+07u7S 1---~- --0. (19) 
Thus, using the gas law. equations (18) and (19) give rise to the following equation for p= , u= 
and S: 
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Key Parameters Initial conditions 
p-Density pet u += 0.55~ 0.00 po'=0.1 O0 I _ 
u - VeLocity p - ,u -  =0.271-0.73 Uo= 1 .000 j  O<r <oo 
Exact solution S=0.690 RefLection at r= 0 
Density ratio p'i/p- = 2.05 
CyLindricaL symmetry 
0.54 
0.36 
0.18 
P 
-0 .18  
-0 .36  
-0 .54  
~ 1  O. 99  
L_ O. 66 
0.33 
I I I U 
0.3 0.6 0.9 
r --0.33 
--0.66 
- -0 .99  
I I t 
0'.3 0.6 0.9 
At t ime t -  0 .435  
Fig. 2. So lut ion o f  p rob lem ( , )  with N = 1, p = p;', ~ = 1.4, P0 = 0.1 and  u o = 1. 
where 
with 
(PY)=(PY-~)+hg( (Pu l - _ : ) '  Uy \uj_,} ( j -  1)h),  (24a) 
(Pj, uy) T = (P0,-u0) x, for j = 0. (24b) 
Typically we use n = 500 in this case in order to obtain a sufficiently accurate solution. Once 
equation (11.41) has been solved for S, and as a consequence PT, u j-, we can find p + from equation 
(18), and p + ,P7 using the gas law (lc). To obtain the solution to problem (,) in 0 ~< r ~< r0 at time 
t we solve for S as indicated above to give the solution behind the shock. Then the solution in front 
of the shock is given by 
(p - (r, t), u - (r, t)) = (p(z) ,  u(z)), (25a) 
Key Parameters InitiaL conditions 
p-Density p+, u+= 1.86, 0.00 po=0.500 ~ O<r<oo 
u-VeLocity p - ,u -  == I.  11,-0.67 uo=1.000 1 
Exact solution S=0.988 RefLection at r = 0 
Density ratio p+/p-=l.67 
CyLindricaL symmetry 
1.83 
1.22 
0.61 
P 
-0 .61 
-1 .22 
-1 .83  
I I I 
0.3 0.6 0.9 
r 
0.99 
0.66 
0.33 
LI 
--0.33 
--0.66 
- -0.99 
[ I I 
0.3 0.6 0.9 
At t ime t = 0 . :304  
Fig. 3. Solut ion o f  problem ( . )  wi th  N = 1, p = p;', ? = 1.4, Po = 0.5 and u o = 1. 
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Key 
p - Density 
u - Velocity 
Exact solution 
Parameters 
p÷, u+ =5.60, 0 .00 
p - ,u -  = 3.84,- 0.61 
S=1.336 
Density ratiO p+/p- =1.46 
Cylindrical syrhmetry 
Initial conditions 
PO'= 2"0OO / O<r<oo 
uo=l .000 l  
Reflection at re0  
5.56 
5.72 
1.86  
P 
- 1 .86  
-- 3.72 
--5.58 
I '" I I 
0.3 0.6 0.9 
r 
0.33 
U 
--0,33 
--0.66 
--0.99 
0,~9 - 
0.66 - 
[ I I 
0.3 0.6 0.9 
At  t ime t=0.225  
Fig. 4. Solut ion of  problem ( . )  with N = 1, p = PL 7 = 1.4, P0 = 2.0 and u o = 1. 
where 
t 
z = - (25b) 
r 
and (p(z), u(z)) is the solution of equations (22a) and (22b). Again, using the same numerical 
procedure as given by equations (24a) and (24b) we arrive at 
where 
(o(z), u(z)) = (h,  uj), (26a) 
z=jh= j ~.  (26b) 
We have thus solved the shock-reflection problem (,) of Section 2 for any gas law, initial data 
and with slab, cylindrical or spherical symmetry. This solution includes the special ease of Section 3. 
Key ParameLers Initial, conditions 
p -  Density p+, u + = 0.81, 0 .00 Po=O. I O0 | 
0<r<ao 
u -Velocity p - ,u -  =0.52 , -0 .50  uo = 1. O00J 
Exact solution S=0.869 Reflection at r=O 
DensRy ratio p+/p- = 1.57 
SpherlcoL symmetry, N=2 
0.81 
0.54 
0.27 
P 
-0 .27  
-0.54 
-0.81 
-•  0.99 0 .~ 
~ _  0.33 
I I I u 
0.3 0.6 0.9 
r -0 .33 
-0 .~ 
-0 .99  
I I I 
013 0.6 0.9 
At  time t=0.345 
Fig. 5. Solut ion o f  problem ( . )  with N = 2, p=p:', ; = 1.4, P0 =0.1  and Uo = 1. 
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In particular the Cartesian case needs no integration routine for equations (15a)-(l 5e). Specifically, 
if N = 0 equations (15a)-(15e) yield 
In particular, 
p-(r, t)= P(~) = Po, 
u-(r, t )=u(~)=-Uo,  
p-(r, t)=p(~)=Po =f(Po), 
r/t >>. S. (27a-c) 
(1) 
(p, u,p) ~ = (Po,-Uo,Po), (28) 
so that only equation (21) remains to be solved for S using the method of bisection. 
] 
6. SAMPLE SOLUTIONS 
In this section we give some typical solutions of the "one-dimensional" problem (,) for different 
geometries and initial data for a polytropic gas. 
Each of the Figs 2-7 refer to the shock-reflection problem of Section 2 and we have chosen the 
time t so that the shock has moved to r = 0.3. The solutions all correspond to the polytropic gas 
law 
p =f(P)=P~, 
where ~ = 1,4. For each type of geometry N = l, 2 we consider the three sets of initial data 
Po = 0.1, 0.5, 2.0, 
u0 = 1. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a "one-dimensional" test problem for the three-dimensional equations for 
isentropic flow with slab, cylindrical or spherical symmetry. The problem involves shock-reflection 
Key Parameters Initial conditions 
p-  Density p+, u + = 2.51, 0 .00  Po =0..500 
u-VeLocity p- ,u- = 1.87,-0.41 uo=1.000]  O<r <oo 
Exact solution S=1.494 RefLection at r=O 
Density ratio p+/p- =1.34 
Spherical symmetry, N= 2 
2.49 
1 .66 
0.83 
P 
-0 .83  
-1 .66  
-2 .49  
I I I 
0.3 0.6 0.9 
r 
0.99 
0.66 
0.33 
U 
-0 .33  
--0.66 
--0.99 
I t I 
0'.3 0.6 0.9 
At time i -O .251  
F ig .  6. Solution of  problem ( , )  with N = 2, p = p;', 7 = 1.4, P0 = 0.5 and  u 0 = 1. 
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Key Parameters InitiaL conditions 
p-Density p+,u + =7.14,  0 .00  Po=2.000/  
O<r<oo 
u-  VeLocity p - ,u -  = 5.89,-  0.33 uo=l  .O00J 
Exact solution S = 1.563 RefLection at r = 0 
Density ratio p+/p-=1.21 
Spher ica l  symmetryt N= 2 
7.14. 
4.76 
2.38 
P 
-2 .38  
-4.7'6 
-7 .14  
I I I 
0.3 0.6 0.9 
0.33 
U 
-0 .33  
--0.66 
-0 .99  
0.99 -- 
0.66 - -  
I I I 
o;3 o.6 0.9 
At t ime t=0.192  
Fig. 7. Solution of  problem (*) with N = 2, p = p;', 7 = 1.4, P0 = 2.0 and Uo = 1. 
and the exact solution has been determined for any gas law, geometry and initial conditions via 
a similarity solution and a numerical integration routine. This result is particularly useful for testing 
the symmetry properties, accuracy and shock-capturing capabilities of a code for a three-dimen- 
sional flow. This solution can also be used to supply boundary conditions when solving in a finite 
region of space. 
